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This Brief Communication investigates the influence of toroidal effects (due to the coupling
of various poloidal harmonics) on the nonlinear saturation of the m = 1 island. Bounds
are obtained relating the aspect ratio, the shear at the q= 1 surface, and the saturated island
width. Provided these bounds are satisfied, it is then found that the cylindrical m= 1
island theory of Thyagaraja and Haas [Phys. Fluids B 3, 580 (1991)] is valid for toroidal
geometry.

It is well-known theoretically”* that in tokamaks with
finite shear at the q= 1 surface (q is the safety factor) and
low p (the ratio of plasma to magnetic pressure), the resistive m= 1 mode reconnects the magnetic field lines in
the nonlinear phase, until the whole plasma core is encompassed. However, in experimental observations of the sawtooth phenomenon (which seems to involve the growth of
m = 1 perturbations) on JET3 and TEXTOR,
there is very
little evidence of this. Recently Thyagaraja and Haas’ have
shown that provided the shear at q= 1 surface is small, the
resistive kink may saturate at small amplitudes. The analysis is done in low p ordering in a cylinder, with B,+ CZJ
and a/R -+O, keeping q fixed; here B, defines the axial field,
and a and 277-R are the radius and periodicity length of the
cylinder, respectively. There is some evidence that on JET6
and TEXTOR,
q profiles may be of this nature. In this
case the results of Ref. 5 may be of relevance to the sawtooth phenomenon. However, as toroidal effects due to
coupling of various poloidal harmonics are known to be
important for the m = 1 mode,‘-*’ it is not clear whether
the results of Ref. 5, which are based on a cylindrical low
/3 approximation, are relevant (at least qualitatively) to a
tokamak. In this Brief Communication we show that provided the shear at the q= 1 surface is not too small (in a
sense to be discussed), the results of Ref. 5 may be extended to a large aspect ratio, low /3 tokamak. In fact, we
obtain general bounds on the smallness of a/R for a given
small shear at the q= 1 surface to ensure that toroidal
effects are negligible in the nonlinear saturation of the m
= 1 island. These bounds may be useful in toroidal numerical codes simulating the sawtooth phenomenon.
To obtain these bounds we need to calculate the nonlinear energy integral SW to order p, where c is the amplitude of the fluid displacement normalized to a, and {< 1.
In calculating these terms we use the method of Taylor”
(see also Ref. 12)) which is as follows. Consider an equilibrium distorted by a velocity v for a time to, where to is
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fixed. We choose Iv] =(/‘/to where g is regarded as independent of time; 6 and to are thus fixed parameters in the
problem and, as we shall see, either of them could be regarded as the small parameter used to calculate the perturbed energy 6 W order by order. The iteration scheme
can be described as follows. From Faraday’s and Ohm’s
law we have

Using v = ,$/‘/toand defining 6B, = to[dB( t)/dt]

1t=O, we have

6B,=VXKXB(t)l.

(2)

This equation can now be iterated to generate higher-order
contributions to B(t). To do this we expand B(t) around
t=O as
r”od*B(t)

dB(t)

B(t)=BW+todt

t=o+z--

t; d3B(t)

+?I -z-+4!

t=o

t;: &B(r)

YP--

(3)

t=O’

Next, let
B(t) -B(O)

=6B,+SB,+SBs+8&.

(4)

Then from Eqs. (2)-(4)

SB,=VX [gXB(t) I,
SB2= (l/Z)Vx~XVX

(5)
[&B(t)

SBs= (1/3!)VxgxVX5XVX
SB,= (1/4!)Vx~xVx~XVX~XVX
Now

I,
tgxB(t)

(6)

I,
[gxB(t)

(7)
I.

for incompressible displacements V$=O,

(8)
and we

have
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6W=;

(SB)‘dT+

s

SB*B d7.

s

(9)

Substituting SB from Eq. (4) and retaining terms up to
order e we have

SW=;

s
+

J

(SB,)* dT+
SB,+B3 dr+

s

SB2*B dT+;

s

6B4*B dr,

s

(SB2)* dr
(10)

where SB,, SB2, SB,, and 6B4 are given by Eqs. (5)-( 8).
To make contact with the linear 6 W calculated by Bemstein et al.,’3 we can easily manipulate the first two terms in
Eq. ( 10) using the boundary conditions GB=$g=O
(n^is
the unit vector normal to the magnetic surface), to show
that

OWL=; j-t [VX(~XB)l*-~X(VXB)*Vx($xB)J

dc
(11)

This expression is identical to the plasma volume terms
SW, of Bernstein et al. I3 if we identify LJ as the linear
eigenfunction. Thus we will regard c as the eigenfunction
that is to be obtained from the linear theory.
Now we consider the specific problem discussed in Ref.
5. The q profile is monotonic with qo- 1 -O( 1 ), where q.
is the value of q at the magnetic axis. We assume that the
shear at the q= 1 surface [i.e., rq’(r=r&] is small, where ri
is the position of the q= 1 surface normalized to a and the
primes indicate radial derivatives.
The linear radial eigenfunction 5, for this q profile is
the “top hat,” i.e.,
11-= const,
g,=o,

0 < r < ri,

ri.cr<a.

(12)

Now clearly, whereas the present iteration scheme is suitable for continuous 5, this is not the case for the eigenfunction given by Eq. ( 12)) which is discontinuous at r= rP
The SW contains terms proportional to radial derivatives
of g, which are infinite at r= rP For the iteration scheme to
converge, the singularity around r=ri must be resolved.
For this, the terms involving gradients of 6, should be
calculated using appropriate layer theory. In the present
case we use a small resistivity q(n-+O) to resolve the singularity at r= r,. This procedure has already been followed
in Ref. 5, where a vanishingly small resistivity is used in
the nonlinear layer around r=ri to calculate the radial
derivatives of g,. We now use SW given by Eq. ( 10) to
investigate the nonlinear saturation or marginal stability of
the m= 1 mode; more specifically, we wish to investigate
the importance of toroidal corrections to the cylindrical
terms obtained in Ref. 5 for the saturation of the m= 1
island. The justification for this is as follows. The first two
terms in SW are of the form CY(~,and if negative, make the
mode linearly unstable. In the nonlinear stage, these terms
are balanced by the last two terms. The latter are of the
form ae, and lead to 6 W=O, which implies saturation of
the mode. One may question the use of 6 W to investigate
167.2
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the stability of a resistive mode. Indeed, in the presence of
finite dissipation, energy is not conserved and as a result
the operator is not self-adjoint. However, in the present
case resistivity is not present in “full strength.” That is,
resistivity is used only to resolve the singularity around
r=ri and in principle it could be vanishingly small; both
the present calculation and that of Ref. 5 are considered to
be in this limit. In other words, we compare the energies of
equilibria of two different topologies, the one without the
island being used to infer marginal stability. This analysis
is similar to an earlier analysis by Rebut,‘” where bifurcation of an ideal equilibrium to an equilibrium with an island of lower energy was shown to infer marginal stability.
In fact, an energy principle for tearing modes has recently
been proposed. l5 We now briefly discuss the properties of
S WL for this mode. Evaluating S WL using the eigenfunction given in Eq. (12) gives
sw,=o,

(13)

i.e., the mode is ideally marginally stable. In Ref. 5 the
resistive version of this mode is considered, i.e., the resistive kink mode with growth ~-7”~.
However, SW, has
been evaluated for a large aspect ratio, low /3 tokamak by
Bussac et a1.,7who have shown that in order to be ideally
unstable, &, (& is roughly the ratio of pressure to poloidal
magnetic field) should be greater than a critical value pPC
They further showed that near linear marginal stability
SW, -SE:,
where E=a/R is the inverse aspect ratio.
Thus, in the large aspect ratio, low fi version of the problem considered in Ref. 5 the modes are marginal. In this
case we consider /3P=&, rather than the R -, COlimit; at
marginal stability 6 W, = 0, while near it, S W, - - 25:.
Next we calculate the nonlinear part SW,,. Using
Eqs, (6)-( 11) we formally write the leading-order terms
to be

(14)
where a,, a2, and a3 depend on equilibrium quantities and
are O(1); S is the width of the nonlinear layer, i.e., the
island size. The first term is the nonlinear cylindrical term
from the ideal region. The second term is the nonlinear
cylindrical term from the layer, while the third term is the
Eoroidal correction from the ideal region due to coupling to
various poloidal harmonics. All distances are normalized
to a. The key to the form of Eq. (14) is to note from Eqs.
(5) to (8) that the SB’s are linear in the helical flux which
is proportional to (q- l), and hence 6 W,, is quadratic in
(q- 1). However, this factor is not made explicit in the
first and third terms because, in the ideal region,
(q- 1) - 0( 1 ), and hence can be included in a, and a3.
Now the first term has been evaluated by Avinash’* where
it is shown that, under very general conditions (irrespective of the type of q profile), the “top-hat” eigenfunction
satisfies the cylindrical equilibrium to all orders and hence
al is identically zera. It is now straightforward to interpret
the calculation of Ref. 5. In this, only the second term is
retained and calculated using resistive equations in the
nonlinear layer. The authors of Ref. 5 show that
Brief Communications
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a2--0( 1) > 0, that is, the second term is stabilizing provided the shear at q= 1 is small. Clearly then, in the large
aspect ratio version of this problem, the leading-order
terms in SW,, are the second and third terms. Expanding
(q - 1) 2 u ( 8q’)2 around r= r, the condition for the toroida1 term to be small is

q’2>&.

(15)

If this inequality is satisfied, then the cylindrical approximation can be expected to be valid in the nonlinear stage.
Now according to Thyagaraja and Haa?, q’-6; in this
case, if q’>8 (but not so large that the saturation of the
m = 1 island is invalid), their results would be expected to
be at least qualitatively correct for large aspect ratio, low p
tokamaks. It should be carefully noted that since we have
not determined the sign of a3, this condition is only sufficient and may not be necessary. However, it will be useful
in verifying the results of Thyagaraja and Haas by toroidal
computer codes that take into account the coupling of the
m = 1 mode to various poloidal harmonics. It should also
be noted that these results are typical of the “top-hat”
eigenfunction and the low /3 approximation. If the eigenfunction differs significantly from the “top hat,” as in the
case of ultraflat q profiles where the pressure gradient drive
becomes dominant, toroidal effects may indeed be important in the linear as well as the nonlinear stages.‘6-18 If we
now balance the second and largest term in Eq. (14) with
the linear SW, near the marginal point, that is, where
s W,E -2‘g,
then it follows, that
SW= [ --&$+a2(q-

1)2(&S3)

I,

with (q- 1)2 = @q” at r = ri.
The saturation of the mode determines (SW=O) the
amplitude as g,2 ezS/q’241. This justifies dropping the
contributions due to higher-order terms in Eq. ( 14).
Finally, we comment on the method used to derive
Eqs. (5)-(8).
It will be recalled that we wrote u=g/fc,
where 6 is independent of t. As we have shown, however,
this choice gives the linear SW of Bernstein et al. Thus the
parameter to can be regarded as a convenient device to
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label the various powers of 5, so that at least the magnetic
part of 6 W can be easily developed to any desired order.
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